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range. Both plots contain the detected Doppler companions,
shown as the gray histogram, within our less biased sample of
companions (P < 5 yr and M2 > 10!3 M"; see x 2.2). The
hatched histograms at large mass show the subset of the stellar
companions that are not included in any of the exoplanet Doppler
surveys. A large bias against stellar companions would have been
present if we had only included companions found by the exo-
planet surveys. For multiple-companion systems, we select the
most massive companion in our less biased sample to represent

the system.We put the few companions (three in the 25 pc sample,
six in the 50 pc sample) that have a mass slightly larger than 1 M"
in the largest mass bin in the companion mass distributions.

Fitting straight lines using a weighted least-squares method
to the three bins on the left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand
side (RHS) of the brown dwarf region of the mass histograms
(Figs. 8 and 9) gives us gradients of !15:2 # 5:6 (LHS) and
22:0 # 8:8 (RHS) for the 25 pc sample and !9:1 # 2:9 (LHS)
and 24:1 # 4:7 (RHS) for the 50 pc sample. Since the slopes

TABLE 3

Companion Slopes and Companion Desert Mass Minima

Sample

Asymmetry

Correction Figure LHS Slope RHS Slope

Slope Minimaa

[MJ]

d < 25 pc .............................................. Yes 8 !15.2 # 5.6 22.0 # 8.8 31þ25
!18

d < 25 pc .............................................. No !15.2 # 5.6 20.7 # 8.5 30þ25
!17

d < 50 pc .............................................. Yes !9.4 # 3.0 24.3 # 4.6 44þ15
!24

d < 50 pc .............................................. No 9 !9.1 # 2.9 24.1 # 4.7 43þ14
!23

d < 25 pc and M1 < 1 M" .................. Yes 10 !17.5 # 5.4 19.4 # 10.7 18þ17
!9

d < 50 pc and M1 < 1 M" .................. No 11 !5.9 # 5.1 25.2 # 11.4 39þ9
!23

d < 25 pc and M1 % 1 M" .................. Yes 10 !12.4 # 9.2 20.0 # 10.9 50þ28
!26

d < 50 pc and M1 % 1 M" .................. No 11 !12.2 # 8.2 21.1 # 10.4 45þ21
!21

a Values of mass where the best-fitting lines to the LHS and RHS intersect. The errors given are from the range between the two
intersections with the abscissa.

Fig. 8.—Brown dwarf desert in close sample. Histogram of the companions
to Sun-like stars closer than 25 pc plotted against mass. The gray histogram is
made up of Doppler-detected companions in our less biased (P < 5 yr and
M2 > 10!3 M") sample. The corrected version of this less biased sample in-
cludes an extra seven probable SB1 stars from (Jones et al. 2002; see Table 2,
footnote e) and three extra stars from an asymmetry in the host declination
distribution (Table 2, footnote f ). The planetary mass companions are also
renormalized to account for the small number of Hipparcos Sun-like stars that
are not being Doppler monitored (21% renormalization; Table 2, footnote d) and
a one-planet correction for the undersampling of the lowest mass bin due to the
overlap with the ‘‘being detected’’ region (Table 2, footnote c). The hatched
histogram is the subset of detected companions to hosts that are not included on
any of the exoplanet search target lists and hence shows the extent to which the
exoplanet target lists are biased against the detection of stellar companions.
Since instruments with a radial velocity sensitivity KS & 40m s!1 (see eq. [2] of
Appendix) were used for all the companions, we expect no other substantial
biases to affect the relative amplitudes of the stellar companions on the RHS and
the planetary companions on the LHS. The brown dwarf mass range is empty.

Fig. 9.—Same as Fig. 8, but for the larger 50 pc sample renormalized to the
size of the 25 pc sample. Fitting straight lines using a weighted least-squares fit
to the three bins on the LHS and RHS gives us gradients of !9:1 # 2:9 and
24:1 # 4:7, respectively (solid lines). Hence, the brown dwarf desert is sig-
nificant at more than the 3 ! level. These LHS and RHS slopes agree to within
about 1 ! of those in Fig. 8. The ratio of the number of companions on the LHS
to the RHS is also about the same for both samples. Hence, the relative number
and distribution of companions is approximately the same as in Fig. 8. The
separate straight line fits to the three bins on the LHS and RHS intersect at
M ¼ 43þ14

!23MJ beneath the abscissa. Approximately 16% of the stars have com-
panions in our less biased region. Of these, 4:3% # 1:0% have companions of
planetary mass, 0:1þ0:2

!0:1% have brown dwarf companions, and 11:2% # 1:6%
have companions of stellar mass. We renormalize the mass distribution in this
figure by comparing each bin in this figurewith its corresponding bin in Fig. 8 and
scaling the vertical axis of Fig. 9 so that the difference in height between the
bins is on average a minimum. We find that the optimum renormalization factor
is 0.33. This plot does not include the asymmetry correction for the planetary and
stellar companions discussed in x 2.2 and shown in Table 2.
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The Brown Dwarf Desert

• See also: Murdoch, 
Hearnshow & Clark 
1993; Marcy & Butler 
2000; Sahlmann et al. 
2011; Ma & Ge 2014

• Paucity of BD 
companions relative 
to planets within 3 
AU around main-
sequence FGKM 
stars
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Transiting Brown Dwarfs

• 16 companions with 
M>10 MJup

• 10 of which orbit F-type 
stars

• Formation or evolution?
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• Teff > 6200 K • Teff < 6200 K • Exoplanets



• Hypothesis from Bouchy et al 2011:

• The tides raised on the star threaten the survival of a close-in 
companion.

• Massive companion can escape engulfment if the total angular 
momentum of the system is above a critical value.

• Even in that case, magnetic braking in the central star will lead to a 
loss of angular momentum that will be transferred to the orbit of the 
companions through tides and lead to orbital decay.

• Early- and mid-F-type dwarfs are typically rapid rotators, independently 
of their age, a consequence of a small outer convective zone, and weak 
magnetic braking

• Thus close-in massive planets, brown dwarf or M-dwarf can survive 
when orbiting early or mid F-type dwarfs but be engulfed by G or late 
F-type dwarfs.

Transiting Brown Dwarfs
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Damiani & Lanza 2015, A&A, 574, A39; Damiani & Díaz in prep. 
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How close?

Closest stable orbit gets 
closer for decreasing 

stellar mass
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How long?
Conservative lower limit

Initial orbital period

∆L

A&A proofs: manuscript no. aa24318-14

the stellar spin sets the pace of evolution, as long as the ratio1

of tidal torque to wind torque is not greater than the ratio of or-2

bital to rotational angular momentum (i.e tw ⌧ tt from Eqs. (67)3

and (68)). This is the case for typical stellar rotation rates of4

young stars and planets not closer than the 2:1 mean motion res-5

onance. For moderate rotators, the stellar spin is evolving with6

the characteristic timescale ⌧w = ↵�1
mb⌦

�2. For stellar rota-7

tion periods of about 7, 10, and 30 days, this corresponds to8

about 0.5 Gyr, 1 Gyr, and 10 Gyr, respectively, for G-type stars9

(10 times longer for F-type stars). For faster rotators, the satu-10

ration of the wind must be accounted for and ⌧w = ↵�1
mb⌦

�1⌦�1
sat.11

If we take ⌦sat = 5.5 ⌦� (Spada et al. 2011), this yields val-12

ues of ⌧w of about 50 Myr and 200 Myr for rotation periods of13

one and four days for G-type stars (again 10 times longer for14

F-type stars). Extremely close-in planets around very fast rota-15

tors, if formed, would have tt ⌧ tw, so a di↵erent evolutionary16

timescale would apply.17

When the wind torque is comparable to the tidal torque, the18

system can enter a stationary state where tidal evolution pro-19

ceeds at almost constant stellar spin frequency, which allows20

slowing down the migration of the planet. A necessary con-21

dition for the establishment of the stationary state is that the22

tidal torque be opposite in sign and comparable in magnitude23

to the wind torque, and this can be maintained as long as there24

is enough orbital angular momentum compared to the stellar25

rotational angular momentum to maintain the torque balance.26

Therefore, a rough estimation of the minimum possible duration27

of the stationary state ⌧sta is given by28

⌧sta =
�L
L̇

(69)

where �L = Lsta � Lstac is the excess of total angular momen-29

tum over the minimum value allowing the existence of torque30

balance, and L̇ is the angular momentum loss rate correspond-31

ing to the value of ⌦ at the beginning of the stationary phase32

assumed to remain constant. Using Eqs. (65) and (56), we can33

estimate Lstac and compute the corresponding duration of the sta-34

tionary state as a function of the initial mean motion when a sys-35

tem enters into the stationary state, given in Fig. 6 for di↵erent36

stellar and planetary masses.37

Stars losing less angular momentum through their wind38

(F-type stars) can generally maintain the stationary state longer39

than stars with a more e�cient wind. For a given orbital dis-40

tance, more massive planets can remain in the stationary state41

longer than less massive planets. However, the existence of the42

stationary state is limited to a maximum value of n/nc0 , which43

decreases for increasing mass. For Jupiter-sized planets, the sta-44

tionary state cannot be maintained when n & 3.7nc0 , while mas-45

sive planets cannot maintain their stationary state when n &46

1.3nc0 . In some cases, the stationary state can be maintained for47

a timescale longer than the main-sequence lifetime of the star.48

For example, this would be the case of a 10 MJ planet entering49

the stationary state with n . 0.15�0.3nc0 depending on the mass50

of the host star, which represents orbital periods greater than five51

to six days. For a Jupiter-sized planet, this would be the case if52

it starts with n . 0.4 � 0.9nc0 , which is about a 12�15 day or-53

bital period. Finally, lighter planets can remain in the stationary54

state for tens of Gyr as long as they enter it when n . 1 � 3nc055

depending on the mass of the host, which corresponds to orbital56

period greater than 20 days.57

The final stages of the evolution see the planet spiralling into58

the star. This part of the evolution happens at almost constant an-59

gular momentum. We can calculate the tidal in-spiral time using60

Fig. 6. Top: estimates of the maximum possible duration of the station-
ary state ⌧sta as a function of the orbital mean motion in units of the
critical mean motion nc0 . The computations were done for a G-type star
(black) or F-type star (blue) and planetary masses of 0.1 (dashed), 1
(solid), and 10 (dotted) Jupiter masses. We used Q0 = 107 for both G-
and F-type stars, while the magnetic braking coe�cient ↵mb is reduced
by a factor of ten for F-type stars (see text). Bottom: the same, but the
orbital mean motion is in units of n3d = 2⇡/(3 days), hence independent
of planetary and stellar mass.

the usual formula (see e.g. Barker & Ogilvie 2009): 61

⌧a ⌘ �
2
13

a
ȧ

(70)
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To enter the final phase where the planet spiral inwards, we must 62

have ⌦̇ > 0 and L < Lstac . For a Jupiter-size planet in orbit 63

around a solar-type star this means n > 3.7nc0 which corresponds 64

to 0.1  ⌦
n  0.5 as long as a < aR, so 1 <

⇣
1 � ⌦n

⌘�1
< 2. 65

The in-spiral time is dominated by
�
n/nc0

��13/3; this implies ⌧a  66

100 Myr when n > 3.7nc0 for Q0 = 107. 67

More massive planets enter the final phase of evolution for 68

lower values of n/nc0 and greater values of n/⌦, but the in- 69

spiral time is dominated by the factor containing the planet mass. 70

Typically, for planets of more than 5 MJ, this results in a in-spiral 71

time ⌧a of the order of Myrs. There is thus a very low probabil- 72

ity to observe massive planets in this phase of evolution. On the 73

other hand, low-mass planets must have n & 10nc0 to enter the 74

tidally dominated phase of evolution, which can compensate for 75

the e↵ect of the mass term. However, this corresponds to values 76
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How long?

• Skumanich-type 
braking law
• reduced for F-type
• “instantaneous” 
tides

Lower limit
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How long?
• Skumanich-type 
braking law
• reduced for F-type
• Q’=106 for G and 
K-type stars
• Q’=107 for F-type 
stars

➡ Stability less 
dependent on 
companion mass

Reasonable lower limit
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Conclusions

• The dynamical evolution of objects on close-in orbits is 
driven by the resultant of the wind torque and the tidal torque

• Tidal dissipation and magnetic braking are not well known but

➡ The typical timescale for orbital decay should be long 
enough to allow BD on close-in orbits even around 
convective stars

➡ They could shape the distribution of orbital parameter in 
exoplanets (Dobbs-Dixon et al 2004, Dawson 2014, Damiani et al 2015)

• If transiting brown dwarfs are mainly observed around F-type 
stars, this must result from the formation processes and/or 
from selection bias.
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Thank you!


